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Launch of New Machine “PACHI-SLOT ULTRASEVEN” 
 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President and COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu) announces 
the nationwide release of a new pachislot machine from KYORAKU SANGYO, “PACHI-SLOT ULTRASEVEN.” 
 
■ ULTRASEVEN —one of the most popular shows in the Ultraman series 

ULTRASEVEN is a TV program produced by Tsuburaya Productions Co., Ltd. that 
features extensive use of special-effects. 49 episodes were broadcast on the TBS network 
between October 1, 1967, and September 8, 1968. The series has been rebroadcast multiple 
times since then, and repeat broadcasts continue even today on various networks, now on 
the Tokyo MX2 and KBS networks, etc. ULTRASEVEN has enchanted fans with a cast 
comprising KAIJU and ALIENs, as well as ULTRASEVEN himself. Though the series is 
targeted at children, the messages conveyed by the program’s carefully developed scenarios 
and episodes have continued to appeal to large numbers of people over many years. A 
diverse range of products based on the ULTRASEVEN worldview has been developed, and 
the franchise has expanded to cover a wide variety of media including movies, comics, 
novels, games and pachinko machines. This year marks the 50th anniversary of 
ULTRASEVEN’s first broadcast and, to mark this milestone, the Tohoku Branch of Japan 
Post has released commemorative stamps and postcards, while a special exhibition was held 
at the department store, Takashimaya Kyoto Store. ULTRASEVEN is an Intellectual 
Property that boasts immense popularity among all generations. 
 (Reference) The Tsuburaya Productions official Ultraman website can be found at: http://m-78.jp/ (Japanese only) 

 

■ New Machine “PACHI-SLOT ULTRASEVEN” 
ULTRASEVEN, the highly popular special-effects TV program that has continued to captivate fans for many years, 

has now launched as a pachislot machine. The chassis features a powerful design with ULTRASEVEN’s distinctive 
weapon “Eye Slugger” emblazoned on the front. When various conditions have been met, such as lining up the 
patterns “7”s, the game system multiplies the number of extra games sevenfold. In addition, high-quality CG 
images specially made for this machine and familiar music combine to provide players with a realistic gaming 
experience. 

 
“PACHI-SLOT ULTRASEVEN” is not only for pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but a wide range of people, 

including special-effects TV program and film fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery in September 2017 to 
pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 

For inquiries or further information please contact 
Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 
Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 

 


